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NEW QUESTION: 1
Fred is the project manager of a hotel restoration project. The
hotel has 456 rooms. All rooms need to be primed and painted.
Before each room can be painted, the primer must cure for
twenty-four hours. Fred has arranged these tasks with a finish
to start relationship between the priming and the painting.
What else should Fred do to account for the twenty-four hours
of cure time?
A. Fred should add an intermediary task with a duration of

twenty-four hours.
B. Fred should add twenty-four hours of lead time to each of
the 456 rooms painting activity to account for the primer's
curing time.
C. Fred should schedule all 456 hotels rooms to be primed first
and then schedule all 456 rooms to be painted to ensure time
for the curing.
D. Fred should add twenty-four hours of lag time to each of the
456 rooms painting activity to account for the primer's curing
time.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Fred should add lag time to each painting activity. Since lag
time is waiting time, Fred will have to wait twenty-four hours
after the priming is finished before he can start painting.
What is a lag? A lag directs a delay in the successor activity.
Lags require the dependent activity to have added either to the
start date or to the finish date of the activity. For example,
in a project of making radio-controlled airplanes, after
applying glue and pasting stickers, it requires twenty-four
hours to dry the glue. Any activity can be started after that
only. This period, of twenty-four hours, is a lag.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Lead time actually moves activities closer together rather
than farther apart. Lead time would cause the painting and
priming activities to overlap, something that Fred does not
want to happen. What is a lead? A lead allows an acceleration
of the successor activity. It works just the opposite of lag.
For example, in a software application project, before
designing is fully completed for first phase, a program
development group can start this phase programming. This
overlapping of timing is a lead.
C: There is no reason to add an intermediary task as waiting.
Adding lag time is the most appropriate as there are fewer
activities to manage.
D: Priming all of the room first and then painting all of the
rooms would cause Fred to readjust the entire sequencing of
activities. In addition, we do not know the reason why Fred has
scheduled all the rooms to be primed and then painted. There
may be successor activities in the project that need to enter
each room, such as carpeting, as soon as a room has been
painted. If that were the case the additional activities would
have to wait for all of the priming to be completed and then
the sequential rooms to be painted before they could start.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify three features of Payment Manager. (Choose three.)
A. provides calculation of the interest amount
B. updates a supplier's bank details

C. automatically submits invoices via payment process requests
to Oracle Payments for processing and payment
D. creates payment process request templates by specifying
invoice selection criteria
E. uses templates to select invoices to pay that meet the
payment criteria
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
In which two ways can guest user login portals be directly
served? (Choose two.)
A. VPN concentrator
B. wireless LAN controller
C. external server
D. IPS device
E. headend of a GRE tunnel
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What action should an administrator take if a cloud application
fails to meet security and compliance requirements, but the
business need outweighs the risks?
A. Sanction
B. Monitor
C. Substitute
D. lock
Answer: A
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